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Abstract: A numerical study has been conducted to understand the mutual effect among
nearby needles in a multi-needle electrode dielectric barrier discharge. In the present paper,
a fluid-hydrodynamic model is adopted. In this model, the mutual effect among nearby
needles in a multi-needle configuration of an atmospheric air dielectric barrier discharge
are investigated using a fluid-hydrodynamic model including the continuity equations for
electrons and positive and negative ions coupled with Poisson’s equation. The electric
fields at the streamer head of the middle needle (MN) and the side needles (SNs) in a
three-needle model decreased under the influence of the mutual effects of nearby needles
compared with that in the single-needle model. In addition, from the same comparison, the
average propagation velocities of the streamers from MN and SNs, the electron average
energy profile of MN and SNs (including those in the streamer channel, at the streamer
head, and in the unbridged gap), and the electron densities at the streamer head of the MN
and SNs also decreased. The results obtained in the current paper agreed well with the
experimental and simulation results in the literature.
Keywords: dielectric barrier discharge (DBD); streamer; fluid-hydrodynamic model;
multi-needle configuration
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1. Introduction
Non-thermal plasma (NTP) produced through dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs) has a number of
useful industrial applications, such as surface modification, environmental protection, medicine, and
plasma displays, because DBDs can produce large volume and high-energy-density NTPs at
atmospheric pressure over a wide range of frequencies without employing expensive vacuum
equipment [1–6].
Research on DBDs mainly focuses on two topics: application technologies and the physical
mechanism of the discharges [1]. The first, which study the actual application of DBDs, are primarily
implemented through experimental observation [3,5,7–9] and theoretical analysis [5,10,11]. They
mainly aim at improving the plasma-treatment efficiency and reducing energy consumption. Generally,
plane-to-plane or coaxial structures are adopted for DBD electrodes [1]. To increase the energy-input
efficiency, improvements for the two structures have been proposed, such as multineedle-to-plane
(MP) [5,7,10], mesh-to-plate [3,8], trench-to-plane [12,13], and multineedle-to-cylinder (MC)
configurations [9,11]. These configurations have been proven better for some applications because
they can generate non-uniform electric fields in space, resulting in low operating voltage and low
dielectric loss, which are beneficial for commercial applications. For example, Takaki [12,14,15]
reported that the NOx removal efficiency through an MP reactor was higher than that through the
plane-to-plane reactor. Our previous study showed that the MC configuration reduced the initial
discharge and operating voltages as well as improved the transported charges compared with the
coaxial configuration, both at 50 Hz and at higher frequencies (17–29 kHz) [9,16]. Meanwhile, a
quasi-static field simulation based on three-dimensional (3-D) finite-element method (FEM) was
employed to investigate the DBD characteristics of MC configurations, which was experimentally
confirmed in [11].
On the other hand, research on the physical mechanism of the discharge of DBD concentrates on
the definition of discharge properties (filament discharge [17], Townsend glow discharge [18], and
glow discharge [1,19–21]) and local discharge characteristics [22]. Considering the complexity of the
plasma processes created by DBDs, mathematical modelling and numerical simulations are essential
tools used to increase our fundamental understanding of the subject [23–27]. Research on local
discharge characteristics mainly focuses on the space-time evolution of particles (e.g., excitation and
ionization by an electron of a neutral particle, recombination of electrons and ions, and electron
thermal and non-thermal attachment and detachment processes), electron mean energy profile, and
photo-ionization [28]. This research cannot be easily realized through experimental observation but
must be conducted via theoretical analysis. With the advent of more powerful computers and more
sophisticated algorithms, numerical modelling has been increasingly employed and will continue to
benefit the investigation of non-equilibrium plasma caused by gas discharge [23–26,28,29].
At the high pressures usually encountered in DBD, streamer discharge takes place because of the
considerable space charge generated during the first avalanche transit through the gap [23]. The streamer
mechanism was initially proposed by Raether [30] and Loeb and Meek [31] to explain the electrical
breakdown of overvolted gaps at near-atmospheric pressure. In investigating the local mechanism of
streamer discharge, the streamer discharge can be approximately regarded as a low-temperature and
non-equilibrium plasma. At present, three basic models are employed in describing the evolution of
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charged particles in non-equilibrium plasma [23–29,32–43]: the fluid-hydrodynamic, particle-in-cell/
Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC), and hybrid models. Impressive advances have been achieved in the
development of these models, and they have been widely employed in both the investigation of
fundamental physics and in the design of plasma equipment. Each method has its advantages and
disadvantages. The fluid-hydrodynamic models are widely used and can be applied to analyze
polyatomic and monatomic gas discharges without pressure limitations [38]. Natalia et al. reported a
multifluid hydrodynamic simulation that investigated the ion energy and angular distributions
incident on dielectric flat surfaces resulting from the intersection of DBD filaments subjected to
atmospheric-air pressure [24]. The PIC/MCC method provides the most detailed information on the
properties (e.g., velocity distributions) of electrons, ions, and atoms in non-equilibrium plasma [41,43].
Hybrid models have been developed to implement practical simulations without losing the
non-equilibrium properties, such as ionization and dissociation rates. Kushner [27] proposed a hybrid
model to address different physical processes or the same physical processes using different
techniques. The hybrid model in [29,34] combined the computational modules, including sheath,
magnetostatic, electromagnetic, electron energy-transport, fluid kinetics–Poisson, surface kinetic,
dust-transport, radiation-transport Monte Carlo, plasma-chemistry Monte Carlo, real-time-control,
sputter module, and ion Monte Carlo simulation and circuit modules. These modules transfer
information among themselves in hierarchical manner; thus, algorithms best suited for the conditions
of interest can be used without affecting the other modules. Meanwhile, Célestin et al., have made
great progress in simulating streamer propagation in point-to-plane and point-to-point geometries using
ghost fluid method combined with the finite volume approach [44–46]. Although the PIC/MCC model
provides a clear physical picture of the avalanche-to-streamer transition and its subsequent propagation,
vast majority of numerical simulations for such phenomena employed the hydrodynamic diffusion-drift
approximation models to describe the evolution of charge densities because kinetic simulations are
extremely time consuming [23,34]. In addition, the amount of calculation required for the hybrid
kinetic-fluid model is so enormous that multicore processors and parallel computers are required [23,29].
This model could be one of the main models to be adopted for the investigation of DBD in the future.
Therefore, the current paper, which addresses the mutual effect among nearby needles in atmospheric-air
DBD, mainly uses the simplified fluid-hydrodynamic model that contains continuity equations for
electrons, ions, and neutral particles coupled with the Poisson's equation for a local field [47,48].
In our previous research, the mutual effect of nearby needles was found to influence the DBD
characteristics in multi-needle configuration [11]. This effect appeared to be stronger when nearby
sets of needles were arranged parallel, i.e., inter axial needle rotation angle was set to be 0°. Rong et al.,
also observed the mutual effect among nearby needles in MP configuration, which was
experimentally validated [5]. Considering that the quasi-static field simulation [11] and the static
field simulation [5] were adopted and the process of avalanche formation was the main aim of
these works, the mutual effect mechanism in streamer discharge of the multi-needle geometry was
not clear. Therefore, the hydrodynamic model is adopted in the current paper to investigate
numerically the space-time evolutions of electric fields, particles (electron and positive ions), and electron
average energy profile of the multi-needle configuration in atmospheric air and to reveal further the
mutual effect among nearby needles.
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2. Simulation Model
2.1. Geometry Models in the Simulation
The multi-needle geometry model used in the current simulation, a simplified two-dimensional (2-D)
axisymmetric model patterned after the 3-D model in [11], is shown in Figure 1(a). In our previous
study, the mutual effect among nearby needles was found to influence the DBD characteristics in
multi-needle configuration [11], and the effect is stronger when the adjacent sets of needles are
arranged parallel. The 3-D geometry is shown in Figure 2, in which the multineedle electrode is
composed of three sets of needles arrayed on a 5 mm diameter copper rod. However, the simulation of
the 3-D geometry was time-consuming and limited by the computer employed. Therefore, the X–Z
cross section in the 3-D geometry was adopted as the 2-D simplified axisymmetric model [Figure 1(a)].
The simplified simulation model in Figure 1(a) is not completely equivalent to the 3-D geometry in
Figure 2. Considering that the present study is mainly aimed at the mutual effect among nearby needles,
and the effect on the cross section in the 2-D axisymmetric model is analogous to those in the 3-D model to
a certain extent, the simplified 2-D axisymmetric model is a reasonable, acceptable, and a time-saving
option. In the current paper, the needle length is 3.5 mm and the distance among nearby needles is
equal to 5 mm. The diameter and the tip angle of the needles are 1 mm and 53°, respectively. The gap
length between the needle tips and the dielectric surface is 2.25 mm.
Figure 1. Geometry model in simulation and the model of the needle tip (units in
milimeters). (a) Geometry model used in simulation; (b) Schematic diagram of the needle
tip (units in millimeters).
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Streamer discharge has been proven to occur near the streamer head and propagate along the axial
direction in multi-needle DBD. Thus, due to high electric field and charge densities, a very fine
“unstructured mesh” must be used around the needle tip, along the axial symmetry line, and along the
line from the needle tip perpendicular to the dielectric layer (Figure 3). The mesh parameters are
shown in Table 1. Usually, the tip of the needle projection works as a singular point, indicating the
presence of an infinite electric field near the tip. Furthermore, the simulation result was significantly
sensitive to the mesh resolution in this region [49]. Therefore, the needle tip is treated as shown in
Figure 1(b) during the modelling, as demonstrated in [11].
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Figure 2. 3-D geometry in the current work (the cross section in the dashed frame is
adopted as the simplified 2-D simulation model).

Figure 3. Computational domain of 2-D model in an unstructured triangular grid (units in
millimeters).

Table 1. Mesh statistics.
Mesh parameter
Triangular elements
Edge elements
Minimum element quality
Average element quality
Element area ratio
Mesh area

Results
113,554
2,755
0.6566
0.9635
4.298 × 10−11
7.0 × 10−5 m2

Furthermore, the half-needle geometry model (Figure 4) was also adopted and researched to
compare the simulation results of the three-needle (TNG) and single-needle geometries (SNG) and to
analyze the mutual effect of nearby needles.
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The models employed in this work were built in (2-D) axial symmetry configurations and
implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics® package based on FEM [49], in which a time-dependent
solver PARDISO was used. Automatic geometry shape order was chosen as the basis functions with
triangular-shaped elements. Time resolution adopted was backward differentiation formula (BDF).
All the calculations were conducted using one machine with two 3.4 GHz Intel(R) I7-2600
processors parallel running in 64-bit mode, 16 GB memory, and Windows 7 operating system.
Figure 4. The geometry model including a half needle (units in millimeters).

2.2. Mathematical Model
A considerable amount of theoretical, numerical, and experimental efforts have been devoted to
understanding the development of an electron avalanche, its transition into streamers, propagation of
the streamer fronts [23,50–52], and formation of a glow. These factors constitute the main mechanisms
of non-thermal gas discharge plasma production under atmospheric pressure. In the current work,
primary streamer propagation is mainly aimed at.
The continuity equations for electrons, positive ions, and negative ions (to account for the
development of the space-charge) has been proven to be the simplest set of equations within the fluid
model framework that contains the basic physics necessary for gaseous discharges. This set of equations
is coupled with the Poisson’s equation (to account for the modification of the electric field due to
space-charge) [23]. The continuity equations in their multidimensional form are as follows [52,53]:
r
r
r
r
r
∂N e
= S + N eα We − N eη We − N e N p β ep − ∇ ⋅ ( N eWe − De∇N e )
(1)
∂t
∂N p
∂t

r
r
r
= S + N eα We − N e N p β ep − N n N p β np − ∇ ⋅ ( N pW p )
r
r
r
∂N n
= N eη We − N n N p β np − ∇ ⋅ ( N nWn )
∂t

(2)

(3)

where S is the source term due to photoionization, t is the time; subscripts e, p, and n represent the
electrons, positive ions, and negative ions respectively; Ne, Np, and Nn are the ion number densities;
r r
r
We , W p , and Wn represent the electron, positive ion, and negative ion drift velocities, respectively;
and De is the electron diffusion coefficient. The symbols α, η, βep, and βnp denote the ionization,
attachment, electron–positive-ion recombination and negative-ion–positive-ion recombination
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coefficients, respectively. The recombination coefficients βep and βnp are considered constant and equal
to β, following Morrow and Lowke [42]. The transport properties, which are functions of the local
electric field, are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Transport properties of air given by Morrow and Lowke [42] and Kang et al. [17]
(E in volts per centimeter).
Properties
α (cm−1)
η (cm−1)
βep = βnp / cm3·s−1)
We (cm·s−1)
Wp (cm·s−1)
Wn (cm·s−1)
D (cm2·s−1)

Functions
3500exp(−1.65 × 105E−1)
15exp(−2.5 × 104E−1)
2 × 10−7 [42]
−6060E0.75
2.43E
−2.7E
1800

The Poisson’s equation is given by [46,52]:
r
r
e
∇ ⋅ (ε r ∇ϕ ) + ( N p − N e − N n ) = 0

ε0

(4)

where ε0 is the absolute permittivity, εr is the relative permittivity, e is the electron charge, and φ is the
electric potential.
The transfer parameters, which are functions of the local electric field, are given in Table 2 [23,25].
r
The electric field E is computed using:
r
r
E = −∇ϕ
(5)
The term of photoionization S is described in the same manner as in [38,44,54,55] and based on the
model [56]:

S=

pq
1
r NαW
r r
d 3r1 re r 2e h ( r − r1 p )
∫
4π p + pq
r − r1

(6)

r
r
where r is the observation point, r ′ is the source point, pq is the quenching pressure of the singlet

r

r

states of N2, p is the gas pressure, and h ( r − r1 p ) is the absorption function of the photoionizing
radiation.
To calculate the electron average energy profile in streamer discharge, electron Boltzmann equation
is employed [37,57]:
⎛ ε ⎛ E ⎞2 σ ε ε 2 k BT ⎞ ∂f 0 ⎞
∂ ⎛
2
⎜ σ ε ε f0 + ⎜
⎟ = C0
+
⎟⎟
⎜ 3σ m ⎜⎝ N ⎟⎠
⎟
∂ε ⎜⎝
e
⎝
⎠ ∂ε ⎠

(7)

where, ε is the electron energy, f0 is the electron energy distribution function, kB is Boltzmann constant,
T is gas temperature, E/N is the reduced electric field, σm is total momentum-transfer cross-section,
σε is the total elastic collision cross-section, C0 is the term of collision. The functional relation between
the electron average energy ε av and E/N could be obtained through f0 [57]:
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ε av ( E N ) = ∫ ε 3 2 ⋅ f 0 ( ε , ( E N ) ) ⋅d ε

(8)

0

The air employed in the simulation was a mixture of N2 and O2 (N2:O2 = 8:2), in which the
corresponding reaction processes and reaction cross-sections are from [58]. The pressure and
temperature in the present study were atmospheric pressure and 300 K. The electron Boltzmann
equation is solved using BOLSIG [57].

2.3. Boundary and Initial Conditions
The boundary condition for the axial symmetry line is the axial symmetry. The other boundary
conditions for the models are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Boundary conditions for all the models [25].
Application mode
Inner cylinder
electrode
Needle electrode
Dielectric upper
surface
Open boundaries
Ground boundary

Convection and diffusion Convection and diffusion Convection and diffusion Electrostatics
Ne
Np
Nn
φ
Flux
r
r
n ⋅ − De ∇N e
r
r
n ⋅ − De ∇N e
r
r
n ⋅ − De ∇N e
r
r
n ⋅ − De ∇N e

(
(
(
(

r
+ N eWe
r
+ N eWe
r
+ N eWe
r
+ N eWe

)=0
)=0
)=0
)=0

r
r
r
n ⋅ − D p ∇ N p + N pW p = 0
r
r
r
n ⋅ − D p ∇N p + N pW p = 0
r
r
r
n ⋅ − D p ∇ N p + N pW p = 0
r
r
n ⋅ − D p ∇N p = 0

(
(
(
(

)

)

)

)

Np = 0

Nn = 0

U(t) **

Nn = 0

U(t) **

r
r
r
n ⋅ − Dn ∇ N n + N nWn = 0
r
r
r
n ⋅ − Dn ∇ N n + N nWn = 0
r
r
r
n ⋅ − Dn ∇ N n + N nWn = 0

(
(
(

)
)
)

r r
n ⋅D =σS *
r r
n⋅D = 0 *

0

*: The surface charge density σS (t) can be calculated by integrating the normal component of the
charged particle current densities at the surface, which can be expressed as [25]:
t r
r
r
σ S (t ) = ∫ ( J ez + J nz − J pz )dt
(9)
0

r
r
where J iz = eWiz N i .
uv
D is the electricity displacement vector, which could be expressed by:
uv
v
D = ε 0ε r E

(10)

**: The applied voltage U(t) is the impulse voltage specifying a rise time of 0.05 μs and a decay to
half the peak value in 0.2 μs; it is expressed as:
e−5.379892×10 t − e −49.944955×10
6

U (t ) = U p ⋅

e −0.2689946 − e −2.49724775

6

t

(11)

where Up is 10.6 kV in the present work.
At the needle electrode, the boundary condition for the electrons is given as a secondary emission
flux when positive ions strike the cathode, i.e.,
r
r
N e We = γN p W p
(12)
where γ is in the range from 10−2 to 10−3; it was set as 0.01 in this model as commonly used in the
literature for air [25,28,59–61].
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Neutral molecules and molecular ions are assumed immobile throughout the streamer discharge. At
the initial time, the air in the gap is assumed to be quasi-neutral and zero level of negative ions is
assigned. For the sake of time-saving, the onset of the streamer channel is stimulated by specifying of
an initial electron and positive ion distribution [62]:
N e |t =0 = N max ⋅ exp(−

(r − r0 ) 2
2σ r 2

−

( z − z0 ) 2
2σ z 2

) ≈ N p |t =0

(13)

where Nmax = 1013 1/m3; r0 = 0; z0 = 3.95 mm; σr and σz are all 0.035 mm.
3. Results and Discussion

When the simulation results were analyzed, the models, namely, the SNG and TNG were obtained
by mirroring the models in Figures 2 and 4, respectively. In this section, a comparison of the results of
the SNG and those of the needle-to-plane model in literature is presented first. Then, a comparison of
the results of the TNG and the SNG is presented to illustrate the mutual effect among nearby needles.
3.1. Electric Field Distribution and Streamer Propagation Velocity

Figure 5 shows the 2-D structure of the absolute value of the electric field at 5, 7, and 8.1 ns in
SNG. Figure 6 shows the electric field distribution along the axis of the streamer propagation of
the SNG.
Figure 5. Electric field distribution of a cross section for the SNG: (a) 5 ns; (b) 7 ns; (c) 8.1 ns.

(a)

(b)

( c)

Figure 6. Electric field distribution along the axis of the streamer propagation of the SNG
at different times.
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Generally, when the applied electric field is larger than the local breakdown field strength, the
electron drift velocity can reach 2 × 107 cm/s, whereas the positive ion drift velocity can be
approximately 2 × 105 cm/s [63]. Under the applied electric field effect, the seed electrons begin to
drift and multiply until they reach the anode. Growing electrons produce a high space charge where
self-propagating streamers are formed, and the applied electric field in the streamer head is largely
increased. Consequently, the simulation results in the current work (Figure 5) indicate that the classic
structure of a positive streamer discharge is divided into a streamer head, which propagates with a high
electric field toward the dielectric layer, and a streamer channel, which corresponds to a highly
conductive channel connecting the streamer head to the anode (needle). In addition, Figure 5
demonstrates that the largest electric field always appears at the streamer head, and the electric field
along the axial symmetry line is reduced dramatically after the streamer passes any point. The electric
field near the anode ranges from 0.8 × 106 V/m to 0.95 × 106 V/m (shown in the corresponding dark-blue
region). This value is in accordance with the discharge theory that states that the electric field
gradually tends to (1–2) × 106 V/m in the streamer channel [64]. The electric field at the streamer head
is within the 6.6 × 106–7.4 × 106 V/m range, slightly smaller than that reported in [65] (within the
1 × 107–1.83 × 107 V/m range). The electric field near the cathode ranges from 0.6 × 106 V/m to
1.8 × 106 V/m.
During the streamer propagation, the electric field at the streamer head increased first, attained its
highest value at 4.5 ns, and reduced gradually. This trend was consistent with that in [66] where the
point-to-plane gap is 1 mm.
In Figure 6, the simulation results show that the streamer propagates nearly one-half of the air gap
in the first 7 ns, and the average velocity during the first 7 ns is approximately 1.6 × 105 m/s. In the
next 1 ns, the streamer propagates to 0.7 mm, and the average velocity is 7 × 105 m/s. During the 8–8.1 ns
time, the streamer travels 0.1 mm, and the average velocity is nearly 106 m/s. This result is consistent
with the reported experimental results by Yi and Williams [67]. They observed the streamer
propagation of the needle-to-plane geometry produced in a short gap (0.5–1 cm) using high-speed
photography. Their experimental results revealed that the speed of the streamer propagation increased
as the propagation developed, and the speed reached up to approximately 106 m/s. Ono [6]
photographed a streamer discharge in a 5 mm-air-gap using a short-gated ICCD camera, where
atmospheric pressure and 300 °C were adopted. The experimental results showed the steamer reached
the cathode in 7 ns, and the average velocity was around 7.14 × 105 m/s. According to the
experimental results in [67], the values of the speed deduced from various empirical formulas differed
by almost one order of magnitude, even under the same experimental condition. In addition,
experimental conditions (including gas, gap lengths, and electric field strengths) significantly affect the
streamer propagation. Therefore, the simulation results in the current work can be concluded as reasonable.
The electric field distribution of the TNG investigated using hydrodynamic model is shown in
Figures 7 and 8. For clarity, two definitions are introduced in the TNG: (1) The needle electrode
located at r = 0, i.e., the middle needle, is labeled as MN. (2) The needle electrodes located at r = 5 mm,
i.e., the side needle electrodes, are labeled as SNs.
With the streamer propagation, both the electric fields at the head of the streamer from MN and that
from SNs increase at first, then decrease and increase gradually. They reach their greatest value also at
4.5 ns. But under the impact of mutual effect of nearby needles, the distribution of the electric field for
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TNG is different from that for the SNG. The electric fields at the streamer head of MN and SNs in
TNG decrease compared with that in SNG. It is in the 4.7 × 106 V/m to 6.8 × 106 V/m range at the
streamer head of MN, and that of the SN is in the 2.56 × 106 V/m to 3.3 × 106 V/m range. The electric
field near the cathode of MN ranges from 0.6 × 106 V/m to 1.45 × 106 V/m, and that of the SN ranges
from 0.7 × 106 V/m to 1.8 × 106 V/m.
Figure 7. Electric field distribution of a cross section of the TNG: (a) 5 ns; (b) 7 ns;
(c) 8.1 ns (the cross section in the dashed frame is the section in Figure 9); (d) 8.5 ns.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. The electric field distribution along axis in streamer propagation for TNG at
various times: (a) MN; (b) SN.

(a)

(b)
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It is also noticed that the electric fields in the streamer channels from MN and SNs are approaching
to 1 × 106 V/m, which is similar to the situation of the SNG, except those from SNs at 4 ns, 4.5 ns and 5 ns.
They hardly vary with the distance from the dielectric layer, whereas those in the streamer channels at
4 ns, 4.5 ns and 5 ns increase with the distance, ranging from 0.25 × 106 V/m to 0.55 × 106 V/m. As it
mentioned previously, the streamers from SN propagate relatively slow at the first 5 ns. In this case,
the positive ions leave the anode for a short distance (0.25 mm at 5 ns), whereas the electrons have
entered the anode. Thus, the applied electric field near the anode is affected much by the space charges,
and it varies with the distance from the dielectric layer.
Under the impact of mutual effect between nearby needles, the propagation velocities of MN and
SNs in the multi-needle model are different from that in the SNG. As to the streamer from the MN, it
propagates less than 1/2 air gap in the first 7 ns, and the average velocity of the first 7 ns is about
1.2 × 105 m/s, the average velocity in 7–8 ns is about 5.5 × 105 m/s, and the average velocity of the
propagation during 8–8.7 ns is approximately 106 m/s. As to the streamer from SN, it propagates 0.8 mm
in the first 7 ns and the average velocity of the propagating is 1.2 × 105 m/s; in the following 1 ns, the
streamer propagates 0.75 mm and the average velocity is 7.5 × 105 m/s; in the period of 8–8.1 ns, the
streamer travels 0.1 mm and the average velocity is nearly 106 m/s. This is consistent with the reported
experimental results by Won J Yi and P F Williams [67].
It is seen that, without the effect of other needles, the streamer in SNG propagates most quickly
(Figures 5 and 6). It takes 8.2 ns for the streamer in the SNG to bridge the air gap. However, it takes
8.3 ns for the streamer from NEs to bridge the air gap, and 8.7 ns for the streamer from MN. This
shows that the mutual effect between neighboring needles influences the streamer velocities.
The different simulation patterns between SNG and TNG shown in Figures 5–8 result from the
mutual effect of nearby needles. The potential isolines around the needle tip in SNG tended to be
steeper than those of MN in TNG at the same instant. That is, the corona-like character is stronger in
SNG than in TNG. In this case, the maximum value of the electric field at the streamer head in SNG
exceeds 7.4 × 106 V/m, while that of the MN in TNG is approximately 6.5 × 106 V/m. Similarly, the
maximum values of the electric fields at the streamer heads in SNG are greater than those of MN in
TNG. Therefore, the total electric field gets to be more uniform in TNG that the corona-like character
is weakened. When the gas pressure (or the gas density) is fixed, electron mean free path, and the
collision frequency between electrons and other particles are considered nearly constant. Greater E/N,
i.e., greater E, leads to more energy that the electron obtained from the applied electric field. Then the
energy transferred to other particles from electrons through collision increases as well. So, the ionized
and excited gas molecules increase macroscopically, and the velocity of streamer propagation increases.
Evidently, the three streamer (the streamer in SNG, the streamers of MN and SN in TNG)
propagations have a common feature, i.e., they propagate more and more quickly. As to the streamer of
SNG, the amplitude value of the applied voltage, the voltage at the streamer head and the distance
from the dielectric layer at different times is given in Table 4. From the table, it could be seen that the
unbridged air gap becomes shorter, whereas the potential at the head of the streamer does not decrease
clearly when the streamer propagates. Therefore, the electric field strength at the streamer head
increases, resulting in the increase in propagation velocity.
Further, the computed patterns of the electric field distribution for the SN were not symmetrical,
whereas those for the MN were symmetrical (Figure 7), which also illustrates that the interaction of
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adjacent needles played a significant role in streamer propagation. Meanwhile, the z component of
potential gradient along the axis in streamer propagation of MN is greater than that of SN, especially in
the domain around the streamer head (Figure 9). The z component of potential gradient could be
roughly defined as Δφ/Δz, in which Δφ is the potential difference between two adjacent potential
isolines, and Δz is the distances between the points of intersection of adjacent potential isolines and the
axis in streamer propagation. For the points of intersection of potential isolines with the values of
3382.3 V, 3931.3 V, 2480.4 V and r = 0, the absolute values of the z component of potential gradient
are 3.7 × 106 V/m, 4.5 × 106 V/m and 3.47 × 106 V/m respectively. However, for the points of
intersection of the same potential isolines and r = −5, the absolute values of the z component of
potential gradient are 1.96 × 106 V/m, 2.5 × 106 V/m and 2.05 × 106 V/m respectively. Therefore, the
electric fields at the streamer head of MN are greater of than those of SNs. As mentioned previously,
the potential isolines around the needle tip in SNG tended to be steeper than those of MN in TNG at
the same instant. Similarly, the increase in the z component of potential gradient of TNG leads to
greater electric fields at the streamer head compared with those of MN and SNs in SNG.
Table 4. The amplitude value of the applied voltage, the voltage at the streamer head and
the distance from the dielectric layer at different times for SNG.
Time
(ns)
5
7
8.1

The amplitude value of the
applied voltage (V)
2871.7
3811.6
4284.2

Calculated voltage at the
streamer head (V)
2267.2
2206.7
1578.4

Distance from the
dielectric layer (mm)
1.85
1.1
0.4

Figure 9. Electric field and potential isoline distribution of partial domain in MNG.

3.2. Electron Average Energy Profile

Figures 10–13 show the electron average energy profile obtained through hydrodynamic model for
the SNG and the TNG. In Figures 10 and 11, the electron average energy in the streamer channel is
approximately 5 eV, which ranges from 10.4 eV to 10.8 eV at the streamer head and from 5 eV to 8 eV
in the unbridged gap, with reduced electric field ranging from 250 Td to 285 Td (Figure 6). Sigmond [68]
estimated that the electron average energy in the streamer head ranges from 12 eV to 16 eV when the
reduced electric field of the streamer head ranged from 400 Td to 600 Td. Sima et al. [65] reported that
the electron average energy in the streamer head was from 13 eV to 22 eV with the reduced electric
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field ranging from 430 Td to 800 Td. These values are slightly smaller than those reported in the
current paper.
Figure 10. Electron average energy profile over the axial cross section of the SNG:
(a) 5 ns; (b) 7 ns; (c) 8.1 ns.
eV
10
8
6
4
dielectric
-2

(a)

(b)

0

2
2 mm

( c)

Figure 11. Electron average energy along the axis of symmetry for the SNG.

Figures 12 and 13 show that the variations of the electron average energy come out to be different
from those in Figures 10 and 11 under the mutual effect of nearby needles. For the MN, the electron
average energy in the streamer channel is around 4.5–5 eV (which ranges from 8.8 eV to 10.2 eV at
the streamer head) and from 4.5 eV to 6 eV in the unbridged gap. For the SN, the electron average
energy at the streamer head ranges from 6.8 eV to 7.4 eV and from 4.5 to 6.5 eV in the unbridged gap.
Figure 12. Electron average energy profile over the axial cross section of the TNG:
(a) 5 ns; (b) 7 ns; (c) 8.1 ns; (d) 8.5 ns.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 13. Electron mean energy variation along the axis of the streamer propagation of
the TNG: (a) MN; (b) SN.

(a)

(b)

3.3. Distribution of Electron and Positive Ions

Figure 14 shows the calculated electron density distribution in the streamer discharge for the SNG.
The electron number density reaches the local extremum in the region near the anode and at the head
of the streamer. In the streamer channel, the electron density decreases in the direction of the streamer
propagation in the 2.08–2.25 mm region away from the dielectric layer at 5 ns, whereas it increases
along the same direction in the other regions.
Figure 14. Electron density distribution (1/m3) along the axis of symmetry of the SNG.
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In the region near the needle electrode, the applied electric field is large, which leads to severe
ionization and electron multiplication. In addition, streamer formation needs space charges to distort
the space field. The superposition of the space charge field and the applied field in the region is about
(0.7–1) × 106 V/m (Figure 6). Considering that the applied electric field is large, more space charges
are needed to counteract the applied one. Therefore, the electrons density reaches the local extremum
in this region.
As mentioned earlier, the unbridged air gap by streamer became shorter, whereas the potential at the
head of the streamer did not decrease obviously with streamer propagation. Therefore, the electric field
strength at the streamer head increased, resulting in more severe ionization and greater electron
number density. However, the smaller electric field in the streamer channel produced more attachment
of electrons to the molecules. Thus, the electron number density decreased in the channel.
The calculated electron density range at the head of the streamer was at (0.88–1.12) × 1020 1/m3 at
4–5 ns, which agreed with the 1020–1022 1/m3 value estimated in [69].
It could be seen from Figure 15 that, under the mutual effect of the SN, the electron density at the
streamer head of MN in the TNG decreased slightly compared with that in the SNG, within the range of
(0.65–1.0) × 1020 1/m3 during 4–5 ns. The electron density at the streamer head of the SN decreased also, in
the range of (0.09–0.18) × 1020 1/m3, during the same period.
Figure 15. Electron density distribution (1/m3) along the axis of symmetry of the TNG:
(a) MN; (b) SN.

5
4.5
4 ns

(a)

(b)

Figures 16 and 17 show the positive ion density distribution in the streamer discharge for the SNG.
The positive ion number density reaches the local extremum in the region near the anode and at the
head of the streamer. In the streamer channel, the positive ion density decreases in the direction of the
streamer propagation in the 2.08–2.25 mm region away from the dielectric layer at 5 ns, whereas it
increases along the same direction in the other regions.
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Figure 16. Positive ion density distribution along the axis of symmetry of the SNG.

5

4.5

4 ns

Figure 17. Positive ion density distribution along the axis of symmetry of the TNG:
(a) MN; (b) SN.

(a)

(b)

4. Conclusions

A 2-D fluid-hydrodynamic numerical modelling of a DBD for multi-needle configuration in a
2.25 mm-gap at atmospheric pressure has been performed. In the simulation, the impulse voltage with
a peak value of 10.6 kV, specified rise time of 0.05 μs, and a decay to half the peak value in 0.2 μs
was applied.
Comparison of the theoretical results between the single-needle and three-needle geometries was
also performed. The simulation results demonstrated that the mutual effect of nearby needles
influences the DBD characteristics.
(1) Under the mutual effect of nearby needles, the decrease in potential gradient caused that electric
fields at the streamer head of MN and SNs in the TNG decreased compared with those in the
single-needle model. Similarly, the difference of the electric fields between MN and SNs also resulted
from different potential gradient. They were in the 4.7 × 106–6.8 × 106 V/m range at the MN streamer
head, and those of SNs were in the 2.56 × 106–3.3 × 106 V/m range.
(2) The average propagation velocities of the streamers from MN and SNs were slightly slower than
that of the single-needle model, especially during the initial stage of the propagation, resulting from the
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mutual effect. In the three streamers, the average propagation velocities all approached 106 m/s during
the final period of the propagation.
(3) The electron average energy profiles of MN and SNs, i.e., in the streamer channel, at the
streamer head, and in the unbridged gap, decreased slightly because of the mutual effect.
(4) The electron density at the MN streamer head and that of the SN decreased compared with that
of the single-needle geometry.
By comparison, the results obtained in the current paper were in good agreement with the
experimental and simulation results in literature, which also indicated that numerical modelling is both
powerful and necessary in investigating the DBD mechanism.
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